10 Step Transition To An Online Business – Step 7

DISCOVER HOW TO TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE AND BUSINESS WITH ALECIA STRINGER WATCH STEP BY STEP RESOURCES TO TAKE YOU TO SUCCESS DREAMS
First comes the dream, then comes the struggle, then there is victory!

The problem is, most people give up during the struggle....Never knowing how close they were to victory!! The only way you'll fail is if you Quit! Never! Never! Never Quit!
Who Is Alecia Stringer?

Degree in Music Education From Western Kentucky University in 2001

Started online in 2007

Education Online – Studied Industry Leaders in Online, Network Marketing, Affiliate Marketing. Jay Kubasek, Andrew Cass, Ann Sieg, Norbert Orlewitz, Brian Finale, David Wood, Mike Dillard, Mark Hoverson, Jerry Clark, Jeffery Combs, Ray Higdon, Lawrence Tam, Mia Davies, Tracey Walker, Nicole Cooper and many more...

Earned Top 50 MLM Blog with www.2ASuccessDreamBlog.com several years in a row.

Earned more than $33k with Empower Network
What Are The 10 Steps To Transition?

1. Personal Development – Yes Mindset is 95% of business!
2. Organize Social Sites – Online Presence
3. Automate your Online Business
4. Where is Home Base? Domain Strategies...
5. How To Research Online – Keyword Secrets
6. Capture Page Secrets
7. Events Online and organizing calendar – Vital for the busy! You want to stay busy!
8. Marketing Routine and Paid Resources
9. Bring Offline to Online and vice versa
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1. Personal Development – Yes Mindset is 95% of business!
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2. & 3. Organize Online Sites – Free Tools
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4. Where is Home Base? Domain Strategies...
5. Automate your Online Business
6. Capture Page Secrets
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7. Events Online and organizing calendar – Vital for the busy! You want to stay busy
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9. Marketing Routine and Paid Resources
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10. Bring Offline to Online and vice versa
HAVING A **SKILL-SET**
THAT PEOPLE WILL PAY YOU FOR!

The Secret to 6 FIGURES
PASSION ISN’T ENOUGH!

Passion = Uncontrollable Emotion
Step 7: Events Online and organizing calendar – Vital for the busy! You want to stay busy!


2. Invite friends to business: DVD, Facebook event, Google Plus event,

3. Craigslist event

4. eventbrite.com

5. webinar jam

6. Flipitlive
Step 7: Events Online and organizing calendar – Vital for the busy! You want to stay busy!

1. Online Booking – Options:
   - setameeting.com
   - scheduleonce.com
   - thecodefactory.ca
   - fuze.com
   - schedulicility.com

   ➢ bookeo.com
   ➢ agendize.com
   ➢ meetingwizard.com
   ➢ timebridge.com
   ➢ Doodle.com
   ➢ timetrade.com
Step 7: Events Online and organizing calendar – Vital for the busy! You want to stay busy!

Invite friends to business:

- DVD
- Facebook event
- Google Plus event / Hangout
Step 7: Events Online and organizing calendar – Vital for the busy! You want to stay busy!

3. Craigslist event
4. eventbrite.com
5. webinar jam
6. Flipitlive
Step 7: Events Online and organizing calendar – Vital for the busy! You want to stay busy!

7. GoToMeeting, GoToWebinar
8. Fuze.com
9. WebEx
10. join.me
11. Instant Presenter/ Anymeeting
12. ReadyTalk
13. ustream
New Member Appointments/ Coaches
Blog!
TV show!
Here’s what will make you rich:

Skills

Talent

Passion

What you do well

What you love to do
How EN Can Alter Your Future

EMPOWER NETWORK (EN / IM University)
6 FIGURE CAREER OPTIONS

- SEO Specialist
- PPC Specialist
- Sales Funnel Developer
- Analytics / Metrics
- Marketing Automation
- Business Systems Consultant
- Systems Developer
6 Figure Career Options

- Podcasting Personality
- Copywriter
- Online Marketing Personality
- Branding Consultant
- Info Product Creation
- Speaker, Trainer, Consultant
- Online Business Developer
6 FIGURE CAREER OPTIONS

- Sales Funnel Expert
- Info Product Creation
- Speaker, Trainer, Consultant
- Online Business Developer
- PPC / Paid Traffic Specialist
- Lead Generation Strategies
- Systems Developer
- Metrics / Analytics
HERE’S WHY YOU’RE STUCK

YOU
The 6-Figure Path
The route you choose

Learn the skill

3-6 months from now, you earn $ consistently

12 months from now, you’re the GURU

Create a career

Need money now

If it doesn’t come fast enough, you quit

3-6 months from now, you still need $
How to make THE SWITCH
DISCOVERY + SKILLS = 6FC0

Let's discover that now!
YOUR SUCCESS IS IN:

1. Knowing who you are
2. Understanding how you think
3. Knowing what drives you
4. Understanding your strengths
5. Focusing on what works for YOU versus doing what everyone else is doing!
6. Leveraging this to TAKE PROPER ACTION
MASTERS COURSE REVEALS:

LESSON 12
Identify Your Style Using Your Strengths

Watch the Lesson Video
(Adobe Flash)

3 Comments

LESSON 13
Weirdness As Strength Focusing On Your Strength

Watch the Lesson Video
(Adobe Flash)

5 Comments

LESSON 24
Find Your Groove Be Who You Are

Watch the Lesson Video
(Adobe Flash)

3 Comments
SYSTEMS VS. DUPLICATION

100% COMMISSION
$15K Formula

The How to Product in the Empower Network

Much like the Inner Circle audios, the $15K Formula is "Evergreen" and is constantly being updated as new strategies hit the marketplace. The $15K Formula is created and updated by leading marketers who are getting extraordinary results. The strategies and marketing tricks in the $15K Formula can be used in any business, and that is why people in the Empower Network are raving about the product.
Costa Rica Intensive

A must have: Costa Rica Mastermind Intensive for your online marketing education

This product has 11 videos that are pure marketing gold. The lessons taught in these videos are designed to improve anyone’s business, regardless of what they are selling.

If you are looking for powerful information that others paid $2,997 plus expenses to get their hands on, then pick up your copy of this incredible course today. The Costa Rica Mastermind Intensive is a "Must Have" for your online marketing education.
Empower Network’s Viral Blogging System was designed by marketers, for marketers. When you buy the blog it comes out of the box ready for marketing. A lot of people will pay thousands of dollars to have a blog designed, usually by a designer - and later find out that most designers do not understand how to market effectively. Design-work and marketing are two separate skills that are not related.
3 Reasons To Join 15k Mastermind

Posted by **Alecia Stringer** on July 20, 2014

6 Comments

Then watch the next video to see the value and what to expect in the Mastermind.
Inner Circle

Empower Your Life

So what exactly is the Inner Circle Membership? The answer to this is simple. The Inner Circle Membership is Mindset Training.

The Inner Circle is a collection of audios put together by successful entrepreneurs, to help you put positivity into your brain in your down time. They are meant to be listened to while you are in your car, while jogging, cleaning the house, exercising, or just about anything else you can think of.
NEW AUDIO

July 8th, 2014

How To Be A Self-Management Ninja with Lawrence Tam & Lisa Torres

Listen to Inner Circle Audio
(Adobe Flash)

Download the Audio

Inner Circle Audios

Inner Circle Rewind
Folks - obviously, the income examples shown are extraordinary. The income claims presented are not intended to serve as a guarantee of income. Instead, they're designed to give you an idea of what's possible. Success in this business - as with anything, requires leadership, hard work and dedication. Since we want to help you make an informed decision, we've gone above and beyond with our income disclosure document. If you want to see the average earnings, please see our Full Income Disclosure. Make Sense?

Participation in the iPAS system is 100% optional and is not required for success in Empower Network.